
Money



Objectives for today

I Describe what money is

I List and summarize the functions of money

I Identify different types of payment systems

I Compare/contrast M1, M2, and high-powered money supplies



Meaning of Money

I Technical term in economics

I An asset that is used for transactions.

I Anything that is generally accepted as payment for goods or
services or in the repayment of debts

I Money (a stock concept) is different from

I Wealth: total collection of property that serves to store value
I Income: flow of earnings per unit of time (a flow concept)
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Functions of Money

1. Medium of Exchange

I Eliminates the trouble of finding a double coincidence of needs
(reduces transaction costs)

I Promotes specialization
I A medium of exchange must:

I be widely accepted
I be divisible
I be easy to carry
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Functions of Money

2. Unit of Account

I Used to measure value in the economy
I Reduces transaction costs
I Must be easily standardized

Apples Bananas Beer

Apples 1 2 .3
Bananas .5 1 .15
Beer 3.33 6.67 1

3. Store of Value

I Used to save purchasing power over time
I Other assets also serve this function
I Money is the most liquid of all assets but loses value during

inflation
I Why are bananas bad money?
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Payments System

I Commodity Money: valuable, easily standardized and divisible
commodities

I Precious metals
I Cigarettes

I Fiat Money: paper money decreed by governments as legal
tender

I How did it begin?
I Why do we accept it?

I Checks: an instruction to your bank to transfer money from
your account

I Electronic Payment (e.g. online bill pay)
I E-Money (electronic money)

I Debit card
I Stored-value card (smart card)
I E-cash
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Assets that are liquid:

I Currency

I Demand deposits (checking accounts)

I Saving accounts

I Money Market Mutual Funds

I Bank reserves

Final account

I Dollar bill

I Credit card?

I Debit card?
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Multiple measures of money

M1

I “Currency outside the U.S. Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks,
and the vaults of depository institutions”

I “Demand deposits”

I “Traveler’s checks of nonbank issuers”

I “Other checkable deposits”

M2

I M1

I “Savings deposits”

I “Small-denomination time deposits” (less than $100,000)

I Money market mutual funds

Money base (high-powered money)

I Currency

I Bank reserves
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Monetary Aggregates
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The Federal Reserve’s Monetary Aggregates

M1 versus M2: does it matter which measure of money is
considered?

I M1 and M2 can move in different directions in the short run
(see figure).

I Conclusion: the choice of monetary aggregate is important for
policymakers
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Growth Rates of the M1 and M2 Aggregates, 1960–2014

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED database
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Where Are All the U.S. Dollars?

More than $4,000 of U.S. currency held per person in the US

Where are all these dollars and who is holding them?

I Criminals

I Foreigners
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Who controls the money supply

The US treasury prints dollars

The Federal Reserve (Fed)

I Decides what to do with dollars

I Example of a central bank

I Only has direct control over money base
I Political organization

I Governors appointed by president for 14 year terms
I Must represent financial and geographic interests fairly
I After appointed, can do whatever they want (independent)

Banks and depositors turn high-powered money into M1 and M2
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Fed’s balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

Securities Currency in circulation
Loans to financial institutions Reserves

I Assets: what they are owed

I Securities

I US treasury securities
I Recently: others (e.g. mortgage-backed securities)

I Loans to banks

I Discount window: overnight (higher rate than FFR)
I During recession: possibly longer term loans

I Liabilities: what they owe

I Currency
I Cash in your hands
I Does not include cash in vaults at the treasury or Fed

I Reserves: deposits by bank and US at Fed
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Fed System
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I Monetary base
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Does the central bank really control the stock of money?

Fractional reserve banking:

Money stock

Person 1 has $100 $100
Person 1 deposits $100 $100
The bank loans out $80 to person 2 $180
Person 2 deposits $80 $180
The bank loans out $64 to person 3 $244
Person 3 deposits $64 $180
The bank loans out $51.20 to person 4 $295.20

Banks affect the money supply by choosing their reserve ratios
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Note: only banks do this

Many financial institutions and assets:

I Stock broker

I Bond trader

I Payday loan company

All transfer funds from those who want to save to those who want
to borrow

But only banks with demand deposits (or similar accounts) create
more money (liquidity)
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Individual people affect the money supply

A bank loans out a fraction of deposits

A person deposits only a fraction of their funds
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Simple model of the money stock

H Money base
C Currency
D Demand deposits
R Reserves

rr Reserve-deposit ratio
cr Currency-deposit ratio

M = C +D

H = C +R

(Which variables are exogenous? rr, cr, and H)

M
H = C+D

C+R =
C
D
+1

C
D
+R

D

⇒M = cr+1
cr+rrH

Know this
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M =
cr + 1

cr + rr
H = mH (1)

How does this change as cr and rr change?{
cr = .8

rr = .1
⇒ m = 2 (2)

{
cr = .2

rr = .1
⇒ m = ? (3)

{
cr = .8

rr = .2
⇒ m = ? (4)
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M =
cr + 1

cr + rr
H = mH (5)

How does this change as cr and rr change?{
cr = .8

rr = .1
⇒ m = 2 (6)

{
cr = .2

rr = .1
⇒ m = 4 (7)

{
cr = .8

rr = .2
⇒ m = 1.8 (8)



CB controls H, so as long as cr and rr are constant, they control
M

Control H through

I Open market transactions

I Buy bonds: increase money
I Sell bonds: decrease money

I Loaning reserves to banks

I Discount window: decreasing the discount interest rate ⇒
more money

I Term Auction Facility: more funds in auction ⇒ more money
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Additionally, central banks can put minimum requirements on

I Reserves

I Capital (FDIC limits this)

Not changed often

Before 2008, banks usually loaned as much as they legally could

October, 2008: interest paid on reserves

I Brought more banks into the Federal Reserve system
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The Great Depression

Money supply fell 28%. Why?

M =
cr + 1

cr + rr
B = mB (9)
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Practice questions

Determine the impact on the money supply from the following
scenarios. Determine which facts (rr, cr, etc.) facilitate the
change and show the money stock change using our model of
money multiplication. Does the money multiplier change?

I Debit card fees get lowered because of better technologies for
processing the transactions

I Bankers become worried about potential bank runs

I The ECB buys more bonds



FDIC

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

October, 2008: cap raised from $100,000 to $250,000

Why?

What would happen today if the deposit insurance system ended?

I Probably not bank runs immediately

I Higher rr and cr
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Bank balance sheets

Assets Liabilities

Reserves $200 Deposits $750

Loans $500 Debt $200

Securities $300 Capital (owners’ equity) $50

“Capital” here means the value of the company to the owners
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Bank balance sheet in a crisis
Assets Liabilities

Reserves $200 Deposits $750

Loans $500 Debt $200

Securities $300 Capital (owners’ equity) $50

What happens to the other numbers?

I $500 of assets split over $950 worth of deposits and debt

I Bank run!

Capital requirements

I Set by FDIC

I Depend on the kinds of assets the bank holds (US T-bills
versus personal loans)
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